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T W O  x  T W O
b y  2 0 2  S T U D I O
Two x Two was a design-build studio project completed during the Spring semester of 2016 by 77 2nd 
year architecture students. Five weeks were spent designing, developing, fabricating, and assembling a 
large scale installation for the College of Design atrium. The project aimed to redefine the atrium as a 
public space by introducing new programs and challenging conventions of how the space is used. For 
three weeks the project transformed interactions within the atrium and added a unique inhabitable area 
to Iowa State’s campus.
In its beginning, the studio began with precedent research into public spaces such as Millennium Park 
and The High Line, as well as observational studies which collected information on sites around campus 
and the College of Design atrium. Using data gathered, students responded by designing segments of 
what would become part of the overall design.  One proposal from each of the five studio sections was 
selected through a vote and merged together.  The segments proposed by each section were modeled in 
Rhino and refined into a single 25’x20’ structure. 
Inspired by SHoP Architect’s Dunescape, students followed similar methods of construction and use 
of lumber as a material. Using the form produced in Rhino, a documentation team began converting 
the 3D model into 2D annotated AutoCAD drawings which fabrication crews used for cutting and 
measuring parts of the structure. In total, over 2100 individual pieces of lumber derived from 200 pages 
of drawings made up the installation.
In a system lead and organized by students, fabrication took less than three weeks and assembly a matter 
of a few days to bring the project to completion prior to its opening ceremony. Working together to 
combine ideas and overcome setbacks, all while maintaining the integrity of the concept throughout, 
students were able to experience a piece what architecture truly entails. 
The final installation was well-received and became a popular place for individuals to congregate and 
share experiences. During the three weeks the installation stood in the atrium, people were attracted from 
across the university to see what had been created. As a new project for the Architecture Department, 
Two x Two set a standard of expectations in its exploration of beauty, expressed construction, and 
craftsmanship.
Following deconstruction at the College of Design, Two x Two was relocated to the university-owned 
public garden, Reiman Gardens, where it became a favorite among children and families. A popular 
location in Iowa, Reiman Gardens extended the enjoyment of Two x Two to the larger audience of visitors 
attracted to the site each year.
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